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Color Your World jot journals are the perfect pocket-size, purse-size journal or notebook. Be ready to record your spur of the moment thoughts, keep daily goals at your fingertips, capture big ideas when they hit you and even chronicle your adventures as you travel. With jot journals you can write, draw or doodle anytime and everywhere.
The Color of Time spans more than one hundred years of world history—from the reign of Queen Victoria and the American Civil War to the Cuban Missile Crisis and the beginning of the Space Age. It charts the rise and fall of empires, the achievements of science, industrial developments, the arts, the tragedies of war, the politics of peace, and the lives of men and women who made history.This illustrated narrative is a collaboration between a gifted Brazilian artist and a New York Times
bestselling British historian. Marina Amaral has created two hundred stunning images, using rare photographs as the basis for her full-color digital renditions. Dan Jones has written a narrative that anchors each image in its context and weaves them into a vivid account of the world that we live in today.A fusion of amazing pictures and well-chosen words, The Color of Time offers a unique—and often beautiful—perspective on the past.
Is that a shell? A pile of rocks? Waves, leaves, clouds? A stained glass window? Or just an inviting group of lines and shapes? And what do you want to do with it? It's all up to you, and it doesn't matter what you decide. This coloring book is a no-pressure invitation - to play, explore, focus, dream, or rest. These abstract, mosaic-style doodles can stimulate your imagination, free you from constraints, and pull you into a whimsical world of color. Color the shapes, color the spaces between the
shapes, or color both. Emphasize patterns or fill spaces randomly. Use ninety-six colors or six, or just one! Get out a fine-tip pen and add to the designs - draw in borders, or shapes within or around the given shapes. There are even some blank pages at the end to fill with your own completely original doodles. Doodler JoAnne Lehman lives in Madison, Wisconsin, where she co-manages Zwerg Acres Urban Farm and Zwerg Acres Productions.
Color the flags of over 200 countries and territories around the world. In this coloring book, you will find flags for nearly every country on earth. Flags are beautiful and important symbols of the people and places they represent. Hopefully, you will learn a lot about the world through this coloring book. You will find the following features in this World Flag Coloring Book: * The flags are listed alphabetically in English. So if you are looking for a particular flag, you should be able to find it
easily. * The flags are printed on only one side of the page so you can color away without any problems of your coloring instruments or ink bleeding through. * The flags are roughly the same size. After you color them, you can cut them out and frame them on your wall if you want to. :) * There is a YouTube Video of all the flags in this book if you want a quick reference. The link is inside. This book will go almost anywhere you go. What are you waiting for? Start coloring and learning now!
Best, Eko Languages
How one man invented a colour that changed the world
IT's Pronounced Pea-Nih-Zles
Color Your Way from Barcelona to Beijing
My World of Color
Peanizles
Through the Language Glass
Move over Color Me Beautiful, an Emmy Award-winning costume designer shows women how to find their authentic style archetype. David Zyla has made women look sensational on the runway, television, and Broadway for twenty years. In Color Your Style ,David shows how every woman can unlock her authentic style based on a combination of her personality, her eight true colors, and one of twenty-four color-palette archetypes-from the Wholesome Flirt to the Romantic Poetess to The Maverick. Through quizzes, charts, and stories, women can discover the colors,
clothes, and accessories that will attract love, power, energy, and attention. Color Your Style is like getting an astrological reading-only color-inspired-allowing you to learn more about yourself while you make over your wardrobe. We are at our best when we feel comfortable, confident, and know we look fantastic. Zyla and Color Your Style shows women how to be their best-without being slaves to designer labels or the latest trends.
"Paint the world for me, paint what I don't see." From sunrise to the night sky, from rest to mess, this book inspires readers to evaluate the colors all around - and within themselves. Written in lyrical verse, "Paint the world for me" invites children to discuss the true colors of their worlds, while also reminding us that there is a different world to see through each pair of eyes. If you were to paint the world, what colors would you choose? The colors you see, or the colors you feel? The colors you know, or the colors you wish? Happy painting!
Almost 100 fascinating mushroom species are revealed through detailed captions and ready-to-color illustrations. Scientific and common names, countries of origin, and growing conditions are also included. List of Synonyms. Index. 39 black-and-white illustrations.
From Egyptian wall paintings to the Venetian Renaissance, impressionism to digital images, Philip Ball tells the fascinating story of how art, chemistry, and technology have interacted throughout the ages to render the gorgeous hues we admire on our walls and in our museums. Finalist for the 2002 National Book Critics Circle Award.
Color Your Style
Princess Rosalinda and the Color Pink
Paint the World for Me
What Color Is My World?
COLOR the FLAGS of the WORLD!! a Great Gift for Both KIDS and ADULTS. Anyone That Enjoys Coloring Will LOVE This Book!!! Learn More about This Beautiful World
The Victory Era in Color!

Tae weaves the true meaning of kindness into her daily routine and outlines how a small, simple act can make a big impact in a person's life. When you practice kindness daily, your heart will open widely, you will be flooded with joy, you will make others feel seen, and you will make the world a better, more compassionate place for all. Color the World with Kindness includes daily acts of kindness and reflection
questions with journaling space to carry forth your own kindness plan. There are inspirational quotes interspersed between the pages to uplift and inspire you to become more aware of your surroundings and seize an opportunity for greatness. Get started today!
Kids can color cute pictures of a young girl and her puppy as they explore the woods. Plus, there are hidden pictures, creative art projects, easy snack recipes, and a journal for recording observations along the way.
Colors of the World presents a chromatic journey through the colors of vernacular architecture from the United States to the far corners of the globe.
Américas Award Winner “An achingly beautiful story.”—Kirkus (starred review) “Eloquent.”—Booklist (starred review) “Lovely and lyrical.”—School Library Journal This powerful and resonant Américas Award-winning novel tells the story of a young girl’s struggle to find her place in the world and to become a writer in a country where words are feared. Seamlessly interweaving both poetry and prose, Lynn Joseph’s
acclaimed debut is a lush and lyrical journey into a landscape and culture of the Dominican Republic. The Color of My Words explores the pain and poetry of discovering what it means to be part of a family, what it takes to find your voice and the means for it to be heard, and how it feels to write it all down.
The Colour that Changed the World
Abstract Doodles to Color
What Color is My World?
Gratitude Changes Everything
A Revolution in Color: The World of John Singleton Copley
My Special Someone
Put your own creative spin on renowned architectural masterpieces! "Landmarks of the World "lets you color in famous religious buildings, museums, seats of government, castles, and more across the globe. From thethe ancient grandeur of Angkor Wat in Cambodia, to theiconic spires of Antoni Gaudi s La Sagrada Familia in Barcelona, to Frank Lloyd Wright s stunning Fallingwater in Pennsylvania, each structure is inspirational."
A basic understanding of how colour works is essential - and Maria Flynn is an expert. She takes the reader through the science of how we see colour, of how many of us can feel colour, to emphasise the effects that colours can have on people, and the fe
Rosalinda is a young energetic princess with lots of ideas. Her parents support her in every way to let her live her dreams even if it means to completely redesign their kingdom. However, one day Rosalinda makes an amazing eye-opening discovery that changes the way she sees the world...
Color your way around the globe with 46 stunning scenes of major cities, tropical islands, mountaintop vistas, exotic markets, and other popular tourist destinations. Printed numbers and a color key provide a guide to perfect shading and realistic effects.
The World Flags Coloring Book
Colour My World
Color Your World with Natural Church Development
Experiencing All that God Has Designed You to Be
Indigo
Mushrooms of the World with Pictures to Color
“Perfection in short story form, I am in love with every single word Bolu Babalola has written. So rarely is love expressed this richly, this vividly, or this artfully.” ̶Candice Carty-Williams, international bestselling author of Queenie A vibrant collection of love stories from a debut author, retelling myths, folktales, and histories from around the world. A high-born Nigerian goddess, who has been beaten down and unappreciated by her gregarious lover, longs to be truly seen. A young businesswoman attempts a great leap in her company, and an even greater one in her love life. A powerful Ghanaian spokeswoman is
forced to decide whether she should uphold her familyʼs politics or be true to her heart. In her debut collection, internationally acclaimed writer Bolu Babalola retells the most beautiful love stories from history and mythology with incredible new detail and vivacity. Focusing on the magical folktales of West Africa, Babalola also reimagines Greek myths, ancient legends from the Middle East, and stories from long-erased places. With an eye towards decolonizing tropes inherent in our favorite tales of love, Babalola has created captivating stories that traverse across perspectives, continents, and genres. Love in Color is
a celebration of romance in all its many splendid forms. “Babalolaʼs writing shines”̶New York Times Book Review
A richly-told, personal quest across the ancient trade routes of West Africa, and the unforgettable story of a rare, luminous colour.
Follows Barney and his friends as they explore the world of colors. On board pages.
Gloriously pieced together, much like the fine garments it portrays, this colourful volume takes the reader on an international tour of indigo-coloured textiles, presenting a huge swathe of remarkable clothing, people and fabric. Catherine Legrand, who has spent over twenty years travelling and researching the subject, has a deep knowledge of the ancient techniques, patterns and clothing traditions that characterize ethnic textile design, knowledge that she deploys to great effect in seven chapters exploring the production of Indigo textiles throughout America, China, India, Africa, Central Asia, Japan and
Laos/Vietnam, and the men and women behind them. This profusely illustrated photographic survey features more than 500 photographs, faithfully laid out to reproduce Catherines actual travel notebooks, and is completed by specially commissioned drawings that provide close-ups on patterns and clothes.
Art and the Invention of Color
The Lost History of African-American Inventors
Creative Haven Around the World Color by Number
Mindful Mosaic
Colors of the World

Kareem Abdul-Jabbar, basketball legend and the NBA's alltime leading scorer, champions a lineup of little-known African-American inventors in this lively, kid-friendly book. Did you know that James West invented the microphone in your cell phone? That Fred Jones invented the refrigerated truck that makes supermarkets possible? Or that Dr. Percy Julian synthesized cortisone from soy, easing untold people’s pain? These are just some of the black inventors and innovators scoring big
points in this dynamic look at several unsung heroes who shared a desire to improve people’s lives. Offering profiles with fast facts on flaps and framed by a funny contemporary story featuring two feisty twins, here is a nod to the minds behind the gamma electric cell and the ice-cream scoop, improvements to traffic lights, open-heart surgery, and more — inventors whose ingenuity and perseverance against great odds made our world safer, better, and brighter. Back matter includes an
authors’ note and sources.
What Color Is My World?The Lost History of African-American InventorsCandlewick Press
There's no one to tell you that you're creating incorrect color combinations. If there's one thing that you're doing wrong, it could be your grip and the amount of control you exhibit. But that's fine because as you continue to work on your coloring skills, your fine motor and handwriting skills will improve as well. Color today!
"Guy Deutscher is that rare beast, an academic who talks good sense about linguisticsa he argues in a playful and provocative way, that our mother tongue does indeed affect how we think and, just as important, how we perceive the world." Observer *Does language reflect the culture of a society? *Is our mother-tongue a lens through which we perceive the world? *Can different languages lead their speakers to different thoughts? In Through the Language Glass, acclaimed author Guy
Deutscher will convince you that, contrary to the fashionable academic consensus of today, the answer to all these questions is - yes. A delightful amalgam of cultural history and popular science, this book explores some of the most fascinating and controversial questions about language, culture and the human mind.
Color My World
Bright Earth
Finding the Color in My Black and White World
Living Snakes of the World in Color
A Cultural History
How to Wear Your True Colors
An encyclopedia designed especially to meet the needs of elementary, junior high, and senior high school students.
WA author.
Rhyming verses describe things that are red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple, brown, black, gray, white, and pink.
"A stunning biography…[A] truly singular account of the American Revolution." —Amanda Foreman, author of A World on Fire Through an intimate narrative of the life of painter John Singleton Copley, award-winning historian Jane Kamensky reveals the world of the American Revolution, rife with divided loyalties and tangled sympathies. Famed today for his portraits of patriot leaders like Samuel Adams and Paul Revere, Copley is celebrated as one of America’s founding artists. But, married to the daughter of a tea merchant and seeking artistic approval from abroad, he could not sever his own ties with Great Britain. Rather,
ambition took him to London just as the war began. His view from abroad as rich and fascinating as his harrowing experiences of patriotism in Boston, Copley’s refusal to choose sides cost him dearly. Yet to this day, his towering artistic legacy remains shared by America and Britain alike.
Mythical Tales from Around the World, Retold
Landmarks of the World
Mauve
The World According to Color
An Interactive Poetry Book for Kids of All Ages
Color the World With Kindness

While twins Ella and Herbie help the handyman Mr. Midal work on their new home, he tells them about such inventors as Granville Woods, Dr. Henry T. Sampson, and James West, giving them a new view of their heritage as African Americans.
An interactive poetry book for children of all ages helps kids feel comfortable in their own skin and unlocks their creativity while encouraging them to journal their feelings. They get to complete some of the poems, write stories, and draw pictures. Parents, teachers, librarians, and literacy specialists love the book. Child psychologists endorse it as a form of play therapy. Kids don't
know they are opening up; they simply think they are having fun!
While twins Ella and Herbie help the handyman Mr. Mital work on their new home, he tells them about such inventors as Granville Woods, Dr. Henry T. Sampson, and James West, giving them a new view of their heritage as African Americans.
Karen loves teaching about the wonder of color. She holds a Bachelor's Degree in both Early Childhood Education and Fine Arts. She is passionate about art and interior design and believes that visually pleasing spaces depend upon successful color combinations. "Mixing colors can be exciting and help children create a mood, feeling, or an expression of themselves through their own art and
imagination. Teach a child to explore color and just watch as the creativity begins!"
How Words Colour Your World
The Color of Time
50 Ways to Brighten Someone's Day
Jot Journal
Color Your World
The Geography of Color
A kaleidoscopic exploration that traverses history, literature, art, and science to reveal humans' unique and vibrant relationship with color. We have an extraordinary connection to color—we give it meanings, associations, and properties that last millennia and span cultures, continents, and languages. In The World According to Color, James Fox takes seven elemental colors—black, red, yellow, blue, white, purple, and
green—and uncovers behind each a root idea, based on visual resemblances and common symbolism throughout history. Through a series of stories and vignettes, the book then traces these meanings to show how they morphed and multiplied and, ultimately, how they reveal a great deal about the societies that produced them: reflecting and shaping their hopes, fears, prejudices, and preoccupations. Fox also examines the
science of how our eyes and brains interpret light and color, and shows how this is inherently linked with the meanings we give to hue. And using his background as an art historian, he explores many of the milestones in the history of art—from Bronze Age gold-work to Turner, Titian to Yves Klein—in a fresh way. Fox also weaves in literature, philosophy, cinema, archaeology, and art—moving from Monet to Marco Polo,
early Japanese ink artists to Shakespeare and Goethe to James Bond. By creating a new history of color, Fox reveals a new story about humans and our place in the universe: second only to language, color is the greatest carrier of cultural meaning in our world.
When a witch's curse takes away a beautiful princess's ability to see color, the princess must learn to find the true colors in her world in order to break the spell.
1856. Eighteen-year-old chemistry student William Perkin's experiment has gone horribly wrong. But the deep brown sludge his botched project has produced has an unexpected power: the power to dye everything it touches a brilliant purple. Perkin has discovered mauve, the world's first synthetic dye, bridging a gap between pure chemistry and industry which will change the world forever. From the fetching ribbons soon
tying back the hair on every fashionable head in London, to the laboratories in which scientists first scrutinized the human chromosome under the microscope, leading all the way to the development of modern vaccines against cancer and malaria, Simon Garfield's landmark work swirls together science and social history to tell the story of how one colour became a sensation.
Color photographs depict the home front during World War II, as well as military training, American forces stationed overseas, USO entertainers, celebrity soldiers, African American and women soldiers, and returning soldiers
Decorating with Jillian Sawyer
Love in Color
Color My World!
The World Book Encyclopedia
The Color of My Words
Entertainment Delight Through a Rainbow of Colors Coloring Book
Discusses the habitats, coloring, behavior, diet, eggs, and geographic range of more than 400 species of snakes
Color My World with Love
Colour Your World
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